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Prime Shadow pictured as a yearling
Was our 5th winner in August winning at Taree on Sunday

I will be away for the next few days and will return to the office next Tuesday.
Aa
ON THE TRACK

Our good form has continued with Prime Shadow becoming our 5th individual winner since the start
of August. Kris has worked to change her racing pattern and this appears to be working well. Hijack
A
Hussy was very good first up at Doomben on Saturday with her final 200m being exceptional.
Tigerish returned in good style on Friday running home strongly to go down by a small margin.
Rumeron had no luck but ran well and will now be prepared for the Tasmanian Summer Carnival.
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Today we have Raido running at Warwick Farm with James McDonald up and Faith’n’Courage
resuming at Ipswich. The weather will play a big part in which of our horses run later in the week but
we have Terra Amata nominated for Saturday in Sydney, Poussin for Kilmore on Sunday and
Maraska at Sale on Sunday.

The ‘big’ wet in NSW is causing havoc at present.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY

I have purchased a colt that is a ¾ brother to champion sprinter Buffering. He was purchased by John
Thompson at the Magic Millions National Sale for a group of owners who have gone ‘missing’. He is
a stunning colt and I was very keen on him at the sale but didn’t want to over commit myself.

When John spoke with me to say there was an issue with the owners I jumped in and said that I would
be more than happy to syndicate him. He will be a great addition to our two year old team that is the
best credentialed we have purchased.

He goes back into work in 10 days. He is broken in and has had a preparation and according to John
and his brother Glenn is a talented colt.

Come back to me if you are interested in him. He will be on the market at about $15,000 for 10% or
$7,500 for 5%. I should have approval to send out the PDS etc by the end of next week. I have
already had good interest in him with 70% of him probably taken up.

I love Mossman as a sire and he is out of a Hussonet mare which I like. His pedigree is pasted at the
end of this newsletter.

ACCOUNTS

It is important you include your name or client id when paying the account through with internet
banking. It takes a lot of time to try and decipher who is paying what at times which is annoying.

Thank you to the vast majority of clients that pay on time. We have a big commitment to our
suppliers and like to pay everyone in a timely manner.
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VISIT TO ELLALONG FARM

Unfortunately Kris has to go to the UK to oversee one of his imported stayers and the visit has to be
put back a couple of weeks. I’ll forward out a new date next week.
MOSSMAN COLT OUT OF HUSSYANNA
¾ TO BUFFERING
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